The Student Careers Journey

YEAR 11
- Maths & Science at Work morning: speakers from world of work
- For targeted students: Aspiration Raising
- Target setting and review
- Off timetable: The Real Game – exploring jobs roles with lifestyles against income and expenditure
- L4L: Future jobs; finding a placement; preparing for work experience; health and safety + review session

YEAR 10
- L4L: Review of personal development, skills and interests; choosing KS4 subjects and decision making
- Off timetable: Options Morning – assembly talks, Fast Tomato careers quiz and careers research activities
- L4L: Budgeting
- Target setting and review
- For targeted students: Aspiration Raising group: uni trip + employer visit

YEAR 9
- L4L: 'I could' careers quiz
- Target setting and review sessions
- Off timetable: Community Action; learning about the volunteer sector and help and support roles within a community
- For target students: Hospitality Challenge day; Human Library activity

YEAR 8
- L4L: Introducing the world of work – why we work, where and stereotypes
- Off timetable: The Real Game – exploring jobs roles with lifestyles against income and expenditure
- L4L: Consumer advice – Buying goods and services on and off line
- Target setting and review sessions

YEAR 7
- L4L: Post 16 destination information and decision planning; advice for attending open evenings; revision techniques and advice
- Target setting and review + 1-1 guidance interviews
- L4L: Part time working; CV writing and interview skills
- L4L: Personal finance: banking options, borrowing and security
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